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The year is 1943.

The British and Indian forces fighting in Burma against the Japanese are near breaking point.

With the monsoon season approaching there is limited time to turn the tide of fighting in the Allied Forces
favour and every opportunity presented must be taken – but will the risks prove too great?

For the R.A.F squadrons based along the Indo-Burmese front, conditions are devastating: a vile climate,
tropical diseases and a merciless enemy combined with low numbers of outdated aircraft threaten to destroy
the men both physically and mentally.

However, with the arrival of a new leader Denis Quinton for the Panther Squadron things begin to turn in
their favour.

His strength of mind and drive for success in the war lead his pilots to new heights as they collaborate with
the Ground Force to ambush the Japanese.

But the threat of imminent death looms.

Whether prince or pauper, every pilot’s contribution towards this squadron has potential consequences both
in life and in death.

Will Panther Squadron make it out alive?

Or will their endeavours end in disaster?

‘Panther Squadron’ is a fast-paced military thriller, brimming with action and intrigue in the unique setting
of World War Two Burma.

Praise for Richard Bickers:

'A thrilling page turner.' - Tom Kasey, best-selling author of 'Trade Off'.

Richard Townsend Bickers volunteered for the RAF on the outbreak of the second world war and served,
with a Permanent Commission, for eighteen years. He wrote a range of military fiction and non-fiction
books, including ‘Torpedo Attack’, ‘My Enemy Came Nigh’, ‘Bombing Run’ and ‘Summer of No
Surrender’.

Endeavour Press is the UK's leading independent publisher of digital books.
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From reader reviews:

Sandra Snyder:

Reading a book to be new life style in this season; every people loves to go through a book. When you learn
a book you can get a great deal of benefit. When you read textbooks, you can improve your knowledge, due
to the fact book has a lot of information in it. The information that you will get depend on what forms of
book that you have read. If you need to get information about your examine, you can read education books,
but if you want to entertain yourself read a fiction books, this sort of us novel, comics, as well as soon. The
Panther Squadron offer you a new experience in studying a book.

Mildred Miller:

In this age globalization it is important to someone to acquire information. The information will make you to
definitely understand the condition of the world. The health of the world makes the information better to
share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, newspaper, book, and
soon. You can view that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. The actual book that
recommended for you is Panther Squadron this e-book consist a lot of the information in the condition of this
world now. This book was represented how do the world has grown up. The vocabulary styles that writer
value to explain it is easy to understand. Often the writer made some investigation when he makes this book.
Here is why this book suitable all of you.

Christopher Jaeger:

On this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability to do something more are more special
than other. Do you want to become considered one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you have to
do is just spending your time very little but quite enough to have a look at some books. Among the books in
the top checklist in your reading list is definitely Panther Squadron. This book that is certainly qualified as
The Hungry Hillsides can get you closer in becoming precious person. By looking way up and review this e-
book you can get many advantages.

Kimberly Silvestre:

Do you like reading a publication? Confuse to looking for your favorite book? Or your book was rare? Why
so many concern for the book? But just about any people feel that they enjoy intended for reading. Some
people likes reading through, not only science book but novel and Panther Squadron as well as others
sources were given knowledge for you. After you know how the truly amazing a book, you feel need to read
more and more. Science reserve was created for teacher or students especially. Those books are helping them
to increase their knowledge. In other case, beside science reserve, any other book likes Panther Squadron to
make your spare time far more colorful. Many types of book like here.
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